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ADSTRACT
 
STICAP (Stiff Circuit Pmalysis Program) is a FORTRAN IV, Version 
2.3, computer program written for the CDC-6400-6600 computer series 
and SCOPE 3.0 operating svstem. It provides the circuit analyst a 
tool for automatically computing the transient responses and fre­
quency responses of large linear time invariant nett;orks, both stiff 
and non-stiff. The circuit description and user's program input 
language is engineer-oriented, making simple the task of using the 
program. 
Three volumes of documentation are available for the STICAP
 
program; a theory manual, a user's manual, and a system's programmers 
manual. Volume I describes the engineering theories underlying
 
STICAP and gives further references to the literature. Volume IT,
 
the user's manualexplains user interaction with the program and 
gives results of typical circuit design applications. Volume III 
depicts the program structure from a system's programers viewpoint 
and contains flow charts and other softi are documentation. 
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This document contains material describing the internal program 
structure of the STICZP program. A. overview, of the corposite system 
structure is gSven. The overlay structure is described, and the
 
-
routines composing each overlay are includeO, for each routine gen
 
erate6 under contract IIASl-9434-25. A cescription of the CO.'AP and 
Gear routines may be found in the references [1] and [2] below1 whic.A 
contain as ruch eocumentatxon as is available for these programs. 
The program is vritten using CDC FORTRAN 4, Version 2.3. It is 
machine compatibJe Tnith the CDC 6400-6600 computer series, and runsI 
under the SCOPE 3.0 operating systen° It is segmen--e in overlays of 
70X or less using the SCOPE OVERLAY capability. All I/0 is accon­
plished using standard I/0 files. t/0 files are equivalenced so that
 
File 5 is used for input and File 6 for ovtput. IO other files are
 
used by this program.
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1. 	Pottle, C., "Program Cornap - FORTRAN Computer Routine," System
 
Theory Croup, School of nlectrical Engineering? Cornell University,
 
Ithaca, N. Y., 1968.
 
2. 	Gear, C. '7., Algorithri 407 - DIPSUD for Solution of Ordinary 
Differential Ecuatlons [D21, Comunncations of the ACI, Larch, 
1971, Vol. 14-, ibo 3, 185-110.
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OX ERLAY L'RUCTUE
 
The first component of the program overlay structure (see Figure 
1) consists of a root segment (a main overlay) containing a super­
visor routine STICAP, a commonly used routine USEIZOU, and blocks of 
labeled and unlabeled coron core storage, also used by nany routines. 
The supervisor routine obtains control at initial execution and co­
ordinates the calling into core of the successive overlays. This j 
accomplished by means of subsequent primary overlays, of xzlnch each 
successive one replaces the preceding, with the number called depen­
dent upon the mode of operation selected by the user. 
The first prinary overlay consists of a block of routines which 
read the input circuit description cards, scaling card, and mode card. 
The circuit description cards, whose format has been altered from 
that of COPHAP, provide the user an easy means of describing the cir­
cuit. The scaling card, optionally present, determines the ,"aythe 
circuit equations are to be scaled for nuerical computation of a 
solution. The rode card determines the program mode, or method by 
which the solution is to be obtained. 
The second primary overlay consists of the original program 
CORNAP, minus the data input processing routines, whose function has 
been accomplished by the routines mentioned above. The routines of 
this overlay process the circuit description data previously read, 
to obtain the methematical equations governing the circuit. If the 
solution is to be obtained by the CORNAP mode, the original CORNAP 
routines continue processing the circuit equations. 
In the event that either the Gear or lIatrix mode is selected,
 
the third primary overlay is called into core. Data compiled by
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Figure 1 - Overlay Structure
 
*Appears in a previous overlay also.
 
**Gear's ALGORITHW 407 Routines.
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CORNAP is compacted into a more econorical form by the routine COtPAK. 
The control cards and data input cards for the rode selected are pro­
cessed, and the final primary overlay is called. 
The final overlay routines are determined by the node selection.
 
In one case the routines of Gear are used for numerical integration;
 
in the other the matrix technique is used to obtain the solution.
 
CHAPTER III 
SZSTEU OVERVIEW 
An overview of the STICAP system indacacang the overall logical
 
flow of the program appears in the following pages. The figures
 
indicate the routines within each overlay; the functions performe¢d; 
and the calling sequences, or flow of control. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FUNCTIONS OF TEfl IDI1IDUAL ROUTINES -
In this section a brief description of the function performed 
,
by 	each contractor supplied ' routine is given, and the routines are
 
categorized by the overlay in vhich tney onerate. 17e remark that 
occasionally a routine may le used in several overlays; hence it nay 
appear more than once. For a nore complete description of a routine, 
the next section may be consulteO. 
The name and function o the various routines -iil1 now oe
 
given.
 
I. 	 Root Segment Routines
 
1. 	USEFCN - Supnlies the user a neans of specifying the
 
independent sources of the circuit.
 
2. 	STICAP - Supervisor routine hich coordinates the calling
 
into core of the pramary overlavs.
 
II. 	 First Primary Overlay
 
1. 1EMD - Processes title carO and scaling card; coordinates
 
routines xthich read COPH,_ circuit description0
 
2. 	INPUT - Reads circuit description cards in a free format. 
3. 	YIODE - Reads !ode select card and processes it. 
4. 	APAC - Packs into one 'ord -e first character of each
 
word from an array of words.
 
5. 	ATODEC - Interprets free forrat floating point numbers.
 
6. 	 NZI-J, - Scan routine for breaking out a name from a data 
field of free fort, data. 
*Some routines not contractor supplied are also indicated. Such
 
routines are Langley routines or else Gear supplementary routines.
 
7. 	NODE - Scan routine for breaking out an integer number
 
from a data field of free form data0
 
8. 	 DECEQV - Changes aihanurneric BCD characters into internal 
integer format on the CDC - 6600 computer. 
9. 	 OUTPUT - Reads and processes cards indicating the circuit 
outputs specified by the user. 
10. ZFSCAL - Reads scaling cards and stores scaling parameters.
 
III. 	Second Primary Overlay 
CORMAP - The body of routines composing the original Program 
CORNAP, minus rouzines which read into core the circuit descrip­
tion cards. Thlis overlay also contains the logical decisions 
required for carrying out the various print options, snch as 
state equations, transfer functions, etc.
 
IV. 	Third Primarv Overlay
 
1. 	A2AC( - Previously describedt first privary overlay. 
2. 	CROLGR - Coordinates the sioroutnes which read the 
source order; initial conditions, run controls card 
groun, anJ end card for the Gear mode. 
3. 	ICONSV - Reads and processes the initial conditions
 
card groups for either the Gear or tiatrix modes.
 
4. 	SRCORD - Reads and processes the source order card 
groups for the Gear moes. 
5. 	RUTCTL - Reads and processes run control cards for
 
Gear node.
 
6. 	ATODEC - Previouslv descrilbe? first prinary overlay.
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7. DECEQV -- Previously cescrbeeo first pr.r-ary overlay. 
no CROLI- -- Coordinates che suabro0lines which read the source 
definicion, initial conditions, run controls card grouns, 
anc the E1D card for the Iatrar ro(de. 
So 	 SRC'T Interprets the source definition cari croun for 
the i'atr:: rode. 
10. 	 RUITCRL - Reads and processes run controls card groun for 
the Ilatrix note. 
11. 	 C0-PA!( - Rearranges data tabiles ct'tnut bv COMbLAP circuit 
translation rovcines into a rore economical forr.
 
120 CROLGH - Controllincr routine for tilrc overlay.
 
V. 	 Gear Prirtary Overlay 
.1. IYTG2 - Coordinaces Gear's routine DIFqUD for nurerical 
integration and determines t'hen the stop conitlon is 
reacheC. 
2. 	 JIFSUB - Intecgrates the circuit equacions in the Geer moee. 
3. 	 DATPNT - Prints outnut date. 
4 	 DIFFSU - Evaluates ce rclrat rerers of the state variable 
differential ecuations of the circuit, given a specifiee 
tire point. 
5. 	 PEDERV - Evaluates rhe Jacoonia Iletrr-c of Lie svsten 
equation for the circr-t. 
6. 	 DEC012 - LU Clecorpositaon rovtine useC in tanclen -itn SOLVE 
to solve a linear sister. 
7. 	 SOLVC_ - Second stage of a LU Ceco-nostion linear equation 
solver pair of routine:, used by DISU-7o 
VI. Matrix Primary Overlay
 
1. 	 IATRIX - Calls matrix mode secondary overlays. 
2. 	SETSVE - A controlling routine for matrix mode, which also
 
obtains a sparse matrix code.
 
3. 	VANINV - Inverts a Vandermonce matrix.
 
4. 	EIGNV - Obtains system eigenvalues using QR transformation.
 
5. 	HESEN - Reduces a matrix to upper Hessenburg form.
 
6. 	QRTRAN - Performs a single double-step of the QR trans­
formation, avoiding complex algebra.
 
7. 	INTCL - Controls the closed form integration performed by
 
the matrix mode.
 
8. 	SVECOS - Processes integration of COSINE inputs.
 
9. 	SVESIN - Processes integration of SINE inputs.
 
10. 	 SVESTP - Processes integration of STEP inputs.
 
11. 	 INIVAL - Integrates for impulse driving functions or other
 
driving functions with a specified initial value.
 
12. 	 MPROD - Forms a matrix product.
 
13. 	 EAT - Calculates the matrix exponential exp(AT) and
 
multiplies into a vector.
 
14. 	 SCEVAL - Evaluates the Du vector, W the vector of independent 
source inputs, y = Cx + DU the requested output vector, at 
a specified time. 
15. 	 TRANS - Evaluates transient closed form solution at a
 
specified time point.
 
16. 	 STEADY - Evaluates steady state closed form solution at a
 
specified time point.
 
17. 	 STORE - Stores symbolic steady state closed form solution.
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18. 	 OUTPNT - Controls printing of matrix mode outputs.
 
19. 	 CLSOL - Prints symbolic close( form solutions.
 
20. 	 TABPNT - Prints tabular form of matrix mode solutions.
 
21. 	ATAN3 - Combanes a sine and cosine function to obtain a
 
single sine function.
 
CMUI-ID V 
INDIVIDUtJ ROUTIL7 DJSCRUPTIOUS IS 
SuDroutine: USEFCI 
'Tiii routine allo is cne user tLie capabilicv of defining the 
fona of tae in,put vectoc for state-innuc and stte ouc.ut ecuacaonz 
of the netcwork, for the Gear rnodat 
dx .A7T+HBU 
dt 
waere 
is che state vector of the circuit, 
is the vector if independent sources, 
is the vector of outputs requested by the user. 
The user must either furnish FORT1eAT equations defining the indepen­
dent sources, or else muse supply a routine for computing their
 
valuQs, at a given time. The manner in wfhich this may be accomplishec
 
is described in the user's manual.
 
The net effect of an entry to USEFCN must be the following:
 
Given an initial tin-e T and a vector array U, compute values of the
 
independent sources at time T and store as the coiponents of the
 
vector U. The order in wanch tniese components are stored nust corres­
pond to the order specified by the user vzhen assebling the source 
oraer cards group (see user's manual).
 
Innuts: a value of T and a vector arrav U
 
Outputs. The values of tne independent sources at time T, stored
 
in the array U, in the order specified by tne user's source order
 
cards.
 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QAiTxt 
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Program LDfED 
This program reads the title card and calls IIPUT, OUTPUT, and 
ZFSCAL to read the elements, output, and scaling card groups. The 
card groups are signaled by the followi7ng header cards, 
*ELE- Z;NTS 
*OUTPUTS 
*SCALING
 
where the asterisks appear in columtn one. The elenent and outputs
 
card groups must always appear. The scaling card group need be 
present only if the circuit is to be scaled. The outputs card
 
group must not be given before the elements card group.
 
This program then calls I-ODZ to interpret the mode card. The mode 
card must appear after the above card gzoups. 
The outputs from this routine are descrioed in the comment cards
 
preceding te sunroutines INPUT, OUTPUT, and ZFSCAL.
 
SUBROUTINE INPUT 
This subroutine reads tne elements card group. A-ll cards read
 
until the next card r'ith an asterisk an column 1 are considered
 
element cards.
 
The cards are of the form 
NAIM N1 N2 VALUE 
for passive elements or independent sources and
 
MU ili 172 VALUE*NpsZ2 
for dependent sources. ITWZ.B,illN2, and VALUE must be secarated by at 
least one blank. The asterisk b'etween VALUE and UAUIZL2 need not be 
,resent. I xc the user name for the element. Tnxs namei.± circuit 
- 15 ­
must be no m'ore than 4 characters long. Tne firsr letter of tae 
element nave tells the type of ele ient as follous. 
First Letter Elenent Type 
V Voltage Source 
I Current Source 
R Pesistor 
L Inductor
 
C Caacitor
 
K Coefficient of Coupling
 
N Mutual Inc'uctance or Caacitance 
N1 and 012 for non-mutual elements are the numer of the nodes between 
which the element is connected. The circuit nodes should be numbered 
compactly from zero, although the failure to do so is non-fatal. 
Ni is given a positive reference wi-h respect to 02. For mutual 
elements Ill and N2 are the name of the to elements involved. For 
dependent sources NAi 2 is the name of the controlling element with 
a V or an I added to the beginning of the name depending on ,Tether 
the source is voltage or current controlled. 
A feature not normally employee by the average user is the
 
following:
 
A capacitor may be forced into the -proper tree- by placing 
the 'ord tree after the description of the element. 
NAZ 11 12 VALUE TREE 
An inductor may be forced into the cotree by similarly placing 
the word cotree after t'ie element description 
NALM N1 Y2 VALUE COTREE 
- 13 -
OUTPUT PAP2.I .TERS 
LIST A 3 Ciirensional matrix maose I J,It element tells 
anforiataon J oZ the Ith element of type N. 
K Tune
 
1 
 Dependent Voltage Source
 
2 Independent VoltaSe Source
 
3 Zero Valued Resistor or Inductor
 
4 Tree Forced Capacitor
 
5 Capacator 
6 Resistor
 
7 Inductor
 
8 Cotree Forced Inductor
 
9 Zero Valued Capacitor
 
10 Independent Current Source
 
11 Dependent Current Source
 
12 Mutual Element
 
3 Information
 
1 User Name for len'ent 
2 Elemenz Value 
3 Zero (later used to define outnuts) 
4-5 For non-mutual elements the nodes ,netween 
w-hich tne element is placed 
4-5 For mutual elements the names of the two 
elements involved
 
NF A vector wnose Ith clement is the number of elements 
of tyie I (defined as in LIST). 
C ON 5C H An array navang two colum-ns wiose Ith roi is the name 
of the elerent T;hzca controls tao Ith deoendent 
- 27 ­
source. Column 1 is for dennent voltage sources 
and column 2 is for dependent current sources. 
ICON An array constructed like COMCM, but w;hose elements 
tell the type of control of the Cependenc soaroes.) 1 
for voltage controlled and 2 for current controlled. 
NODEG A vector t'hose Ith elenent tells tie number of ele­
ments and sources connected to the Ith node.
 
HEX The number of nodes to Thlich no elenents are connected. 
NODES The largest nunbered node given by the user.
 
Subroutine: MODE (IIIODEIPRINT)
 
Description: This subroutine reads the mode card to determine wfhat
 
program mode is selected and what print options are chosen.
 
Program execution will be terrminated if an error occurs in 
describing the program mode. Rn error in describing a print option 
is non-fatal, but the corresponding print request will be ignored. 
Input Parameters: ;:ode Card - Uiis card will be in the following 
form 
*Mt.ODE NAME, OPTION 1, OPTIOIU 2, OPTIOU 3 
The card is in free form, except for an asterisk in column one. The 
azsence of the as :erisk is non-f atl. i'rv,NAME is the name of the 
solution program and is one of the following 
GEAR
 
COR-AP 
Tnese names rry be ah)reviated or rissnelled as long as the first 
letter of the first word is correct. 
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The odtaoas following che narte of the solution )rogran are 
print requests. The are separated by cox'ras and are of the 
following form-
SOLUTION EQUATIONS
 
STATE EQUATIONS
 
TRANSFER FtrJCTIO.S 
These names may be abbroviated or misspelled, as long as the
 
first two letters are correct. The order in which the nrint onions 
appear is insignificant, nor do all or any need be present.
 
Output Paraneters: IMODE - An integer telling what solution
 
program to use
 
IMODE = 1 COICIAP 
IMODE = 2 GEAR 
IMODE = 3 MATRIX 
IPRINT - A vector telling wha- print options -iere requested. 
IPRINT(I) is 1 if oftion I was rectuested and 0 if it was 
not. The elements of IPRINT relate the following
 
IPRIT(l) State equations
 
IPRIHT(2) Transfer functions
 
IPRIT(3) Solution equaLions
 
Additional Subroutines Recuired
 
APAC(
 
Examples of Usage
 
1. Card read:
 
*GEAR MODE 
The sumroutzne ttould return 
- lei --
IMODE = 2
 
IPRINT(1) = 0
 
IP'flhlT(2) = 0 
IPPJD'T(3) = P 
2. Card reacd
 
*MATRIX, SOLUTION EQUATIONS, TRAUISrErz FUNCTIONS 
The sforoutine vould return 
IMODE = 3
 
IPTZIUT(1) = 0
 
IPRINT(2) = 1
 
IPRINT(3) = 1
 
3. Card read
 
COR1nAP , TRMISFfER FUICTIONS 
Here the asterisk in column 1 Was o.rnire?. Tie sutbr-oucine -ould 
return 
IMODE = 1
 
IPRIbIT(1) = 0 
IPPINT(2) = 1
 
IPPICi'T(3) = 0 
4. Card read
 
I C,ST EQIU,TR 
Here rhe namaes of tne solution progran anO the print requests were 
aborevietee. The scroutine 'oul, return 
IIIODf = 1
 
IPRINT(1) = 1
 
IPRIUJT(2) = 1
 
IP2IT(3) = 3
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Subroutine: I2ACN (NLET,ARnAY,7'ORD)
 
Purpose: To pack the first character of an array of words into one
 
word. 
Input Parameters: APRAY - An array of words containing alpha­
numeric BCD characters. 
!7LET - The number of words in ARRAY 
Output Parareters: DtIORD - A word containing the first character 
of the first word in ARRAY as its first 
character, the first character of the 
second word in ARRAY as its second 
character, and so on until ARRAY is 
exhausted. The remainder of ttIORD is 
filled with blanks. 
Macnine Depenc'ancy: This subroutine assumes 63 bit words with 6 
bit alpha-numeric characters stored from the left. 
flxample of Usage: AP AY(l) = 3HABC 
ARR AY(2) = IHD 
ARRAY(3) = 4HEFGH 
CALL APACI (3, ARRAY,IMORD) 
Upon return from the subroutine call, NtWORD would contain 3HADE.
 
SubroutaneSRequired:
 
RSHFT
 
system subroutines; not STICAP routines.
 
RSHFTA
 
Subroutine: ATODEC (NUFFER, LSRT, LSTP, DEC, NERR)
 
Description: This sub.routine will interpret a number which was read
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from a card an stored in an array in alnha-numeric BCD characters.
 
The number may be in integer, decimal or exponential form. 
The numbers and its exoonent are presumed positive if no sign is 
given. IlTumbers in exponential form need not contain a decimal point. 
All blanks trLhin the input field are ignored. 
The subroutine starts at some given point in the input field and 
interprets until the first character not part of the number is 
found. This does not necessarily mean a non-numeric character. 
The location of this character and the number found is outputted by 
the subroutine. If no number is found before a non-numeric charac­
ter, such as a digit or a + or - sign, the number being interpreted 
is assumed to be a coefficient of 1.0. If no number is found before 
the end of the input field, a 0.0 is given by the subroutine as the 
number. 
Limitations: The magnitude of the number found must be betueen
 
10-290 and 10+290 and contain no qreater than 15 digits.
 
Input Parameters:
 
IUFFER - A vector containing the card read in 8OAl format.
 
LSRT - A starting location in NUFFER where interpreting is
 
to begin.
 
Output Parameters:
 
DEC - The number found.
 
LSTP - The location in MUFFER of the next non--blank character 
following the number found. If the rest of the card 
was blank, LSTP = 81 
NEPR - Error Code
 
IUERR = 0 Uo error nresent
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NERR = 1 Tumber is more than 15 digits long 
NERR = 2 lumrher is not between 10- 29 0 and I0+290 in 
magnitude. 
Machine Dependancy: There is no machine dependancv within the 
subroutine itself, hor-ever a function which it calls, DECEQV, is 
machine dependent. 
Examples of Usage: 
READ 10, (UIUFFER(I),I=1, 80)
 
10 FOIMAT (80 Al)
 
(1) 	Card contains bbb2.147bbb...
 
CALL ATODEC (NUFFER,1,LSTP, DEC,NWP)
 
After the call
 
NUFFER remains unchanged
 
LSTP contains 81
 
DEC contains 2.147
 
NERR contains 0
 
(2) 	Card contains bbA=2SIN(4T)bb...
 
CALL ATODEC(NUFFER,5,LSTPDEC,IERR)
 
After the call
 
HTUFFER remains unchanged
 
LSTP contains 6
 
DEC contains 2.0
 
NERR contains 0
 
(3) 	Card contains b,216E-3FXP(-))bb...
 
CALL ATODEC(NUFFER,I,LSTP,DEC,NEFPR)
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After the call
 
NUFFER remains unchanged
 
LSTP contains 9
 
DEC contains .216
 
IERR contains 0
 
(4) 	Card contains -SIN3bbb
 
CALL ATODEC(UUPFER,1,LSTP,DEC,IEPR)
 
After the call
 
NUFFER remains unchanged
 
LSTP contains 2
 
DEC contains -1.0
 
NERR contains 0
 
(5) 	Card contains bb3.1415926535897932bb...
 
CALL ATODEC(NUFFER,I,LSTP,DEC,NERR)
 
After the call
 
NUFFER renains unchanged
 
LSTP undefined
 
DEC undefined
 
NEPR contains 1
 
(6) 	Card contains bb-2.14E-Sbb2lSIN(X)bbb...
 
CALL ATODEC(NUFFE,1, LSTP, DEC,NERR)
 
After the call
 
NUFFER remains unchanged
 
LSTP undefined
 
DEC contains -2.14
 
1ERR contains 2
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Subroutines requirei: 
NCODE, DRCEOV
 
Subroutine: 
149 (NUFFER,LSRT, LSTR,1RR) 
Tnis subroutine scans a card image to find an element name. 
This name must be less than 4 characters long. 
Input Parameters: 
NUFFER The card image in 8OAt format. 
LSRT Starting location where scanning is to begin 
Output Parameters: 
NWORD The element name found. 
LSTP Location of blank after the element name. 
NERR Error code. 
FERR = 0 No error present. 
NERR = 1 UTane over 4 characters long. 
IERR = 2 io name present (rest of card blank). 
Additional Subroutines ReQuired-
APACK 
Subroutine.-

NODE (NUFFER,LS3RT,LSTP,NUM,NERR) 
This subroutine scans a card image from a given starting 
location to find the node nuber. The subroutine requires this 
node number to be followed by a blank. The largest node number 
must be less than 64. 
- 25 -

Input Parameters-
NUFFER An array containing the card image in OAl format. 
LSRT The starting location where scanning is to begin. 
Output Parameters:
 
NUM The node number found. 
LSTP The location of the first blank following the 
node number. 
NERR Error code 
NERR = 0 No error present 
NERR = 1 A blank does not follow the number. 
NERR = 2 Node number greater than 64. 
7ERR = 3 Card after LSRT blank. 
- 26 -

Function: DECEQV (NCOEF, LCRT) 
Function Purpose: Convert an integer whose digits are BCD characters
 
to an equivalent floating point number.
 
Limitations: The integer being converted must be less than 15
 
digits long.
 
Input Parameters*
 
NCOEF - An integer array whose Ith element is the Ith digit 
of the integer being converted, read from the left
 
in A format. 
LCNT - The number of digits in the number being converted. 
Output Parameters-
DECEOV - The ecuivalent floating point number. 
Machine Dependency: This function assumes 60 bit words with alpha­
numeric characters in CDC 6000 series BCD code stored on the left. 
Example of Usage: 
NCOEF (1)= 1H2 
ICOEF (2) = 1H8
 
IuCOEF (3) = 1H4 
NCOEF (4) = 1H5 
DEC = DECEQV (UICOEF, 4) 
Upon return from the subroutine call DEC tould contain 2845.0.
 
Subroutines Required:
 
RSHFT (a system subroutine; not a STICAP routine)
 
Subroutine: OUTPUT
 
This subroutine reads the output card group to determine the
 
element currents and voltages selected as circuit outputs. This
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subroutine will terminate circuit processing if no outputs are 
selected or if all outputs contain errors. 
All cards read until a card with an asterisk in column I is 
found are considered output cards. The cards are of the form
 
or 
INADIE 
depending on whether the voltage across or the current through NAP" 
is desired. Here NANE is the name of a circuit element given in the 
elements card group. 
Input Parameters: 
NP - A vector of length 12 whose elements tell the number 
of each of the 12 tvnes of elements contained in the 
circuit. 
LIST - A matrix whose (I,l,J) element tells the name of the 
Ith element of tvpe J. 
Output Parameters: 
LIST - A matrix whose (I,4,J) element gives the output informa­
tion for the Ith element of type J. 
LIST (i,3,J)=0 No output taken from this element. 
LIST (I,3,J)=l Voltage across this element is an 
output. 
LIST (I,3,J)=2 Current through this element is an 
output. 
Subroutine: ZFSCAL 
The circuit will
This subroutine reads the scaling card group. 

be scaled around a freqcuency or impedance value if one of the
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following cards are present 
FREQUENCY = A
 
IMEDANCE = A 
where A is a floating point number in free format. Scaling requests 
containing errors are ignored. 
Input Parameters. None 
Output Parameters: 
ZSCALE - The 	 impedance around which the circuit is to be scaled. 
ESCALE - The frequency around 'shich the circuit is to be scaled.
 
NUFFER - A vector containing the next header card.
 
Subroutine: 	 CODPAK (EPS ,KA, KSC ,NDERIV ,NROWA,NLC, I ODE, IPRINT, FSCALE, 
ZSCALE ,NAIILC) 
Description: This subroutine takes information asser-bled by CORNAP
 
subroutines 	 and puts it in the form used by the GEAR and IMTRIX mode 
subroutines.
 
This subroutine will terminate execution whenever derivatives
 
of the inputs are required by the output equations or whenever deriva­
tives of the inputs occur higher than the first degree.
 
t7henever the only derivatives of the inputs appear in the state 
variable equations and then only the first degree, the state variable 
and output equations will be of the form 
=AX +Bu +11 
Y = CX + Du 
The following substitutions are then made
 
A Bl + B fB 
C BI + D D 
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The new circuit equations now take the form 
j = Aq + B 
Y = C + Du. 
The names of the circuit outputs are augmented by adding an I or V 
in front of the old name depenling on whether the current through 
this element or the voltage across this element is the output. 
Inputs and Outputs: All inputs are brought in by the two arrays 
BLOCK and NAMES stored in common and by the argument list of the 
subroutine. 
The following variables are inputs to the subroutine but are
 
not outputted.
 
KAKSCNROU7A - Constants used to locate the A, B, Bl, C, D,
 
and Dl matrices in BLOCK
 
DI - Coefficient matrix of source derivatives in the
 
output equations
 
The storage location of the remaining input and output variables are
 
given in Figure 1.
 
Machine Dependency: The process of adding an I or V in front of the
 
output names is machine dependent.
 
The addition of the I or V is a means of more readily identifying
 
current and voltage variables for printout and/or scaling purposes.
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Subroutine: CROLGR
 
Description: This subroutine calls the subroutines to read the
 
source ordering, initial conditions, and run controls card groups
 
and the end card. These card groups are signaled by header cards
 
Tihich contain asterisks in their first column. The names on these 
header cards and the expected order in which they appear are: 
SOURCE ORDERING 
* 	 INITIPL CONDITIONS 
RUNIhCOUTROLS 
* 	 END 
The source ordering, initial conditions, and run controls card groups
 
need not appear in this order but must appear before the end card.
 
In this order, howiever, they will process faster.
 
The source order card group must appear if more than one source 
is defined in the circuit description Failure to do this will re­
sult in termination of program execution. 
If 	the run controls card group does not appear, the folloang
 
run controls are assumed: 
ISTOP = 1 
TO = 0.0 
TSTART = 0.0 
H = 10-4 
HIN = 0.0 
IETHOD = 1 
IMMIX = 1 
IAXPTS = 100 
INCRI'T = 3 
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A blank header card wtall be assumed to be the end card. If the
 
end card does not appear, the end of file card is assumed to be the
 
end card.
 
An unrecognizable header card ,ill result in termination of 
program execution. 
Usage: This subroutine is called by the main program when the Gear 
option has been chosen, immediately after control is returned from 
CORNAP. 
Routine Name" ICONSV 
Function: Read cards containing the names and initial values of the 
components of the initial state vector. Print all nonzero conditions 
used by the program and/or any diagnostic error messages generated. 
Setting: At execution time the '* INITIAL CONDITIONS" card has just 
been processed, and the routine expects to read and process cards 
containing the initial circuit conditions, stopping at the first card 
read which contains an * in colunn 1.
 
Inputs:
 
Initial condition cards
 
NSTV - The number of state variables CORNAP obtains
 
NPSTV - The number of excess state variables*
 
NWMSV -- Names of COPRNAP obtained state variables 
NAMLC - Names of excess state variables 
Outputs: Error diagnostics and/or state vector of initial conditions.
 
Components improperly formatted are set to zero. Excess components
 
are ignored.
 
*An excess state variable is a capacitor voltage or inductor current
 
whose value is dependent upon other capacitor voltages or inductor
 
currents.
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Subroutine: SRCORD 
Function: This subroutine reads the source order cards to determine 
a correspondence between the way the sources are ordered in the state 
variable equations and the order in which they are computed and 
stored by USEFCIF. 
Inputs:
 
NI1N - The number of independent sources defined in the circuit
 
description.
 
NADES - A vector containing the user names of the independent
 
sources in the same order they appear in the state
 
variable equations.
 
Outputs:
 
NORDER - A vector Whose Ith element is the position in the 
Vector U(I) of USEFCIT which corresponds to the position 
of the Ith source in the state variable equation as 
ordered by tho circuit translation routines. 
NUFfER - A vector containing the next control card. 
Error messages are printed and the program terminated for the follow­
ing conditions: 
(1) An input is specified more than once.
 
(2) An input specified is not found in "NMIES."
 
(3) Not all inputs defined in the circuit description are
 
specified on the source order cards.
 
Additional inputs: This subroutine will read the source order cards.
 
These cards contain the names of the sources, one per card in free
 
format, in the order they are defined in USEFCN. All cards read are
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assumed to be source order cards, unless they contain an asterisk
 
in column 1. When a card containing an asterisk in column 1 is read,
 
it is stored in NUFFER and the source order cards are assumed to be
 
complete.
 
Subroutine : RUNCTL 
Description. This subroutine reads the run controls card group for
 
the Gear mode. The completion of this card group is signaled by a
 
card i~th an asterisk in column 1 or the end of file card. 
Input Parameters: The run controls cards nust be one of the 
following: 
INITIAL TINE = A 
STEP RESPONSE
 
IMPULSE RESPONSE 
PRINT START = A 
STOP TIME = A 
POINTS PRINTED = N 
EPS = A
 
ADAMS INTEGRATION 
H11AX = 
HIIIN = A 
HINIT = A 
Here A is a floating point number and N is an integer. A description
 
of the information conveyed by such cards is contained in the user's
 
manual for STICAP.
 
Output Parameters:
 
TO - Initial value of time
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TSTART - Time at which output printings is to begin
 
ISTOP - Stop condition 
ISTOP = 1 Maximum number of points printed 
ISTOP = 2 1Maximum value of time 
JAAXPTS - Miaximum number of points printed 
TSTOP - I:aximum value of time 
H - Initial step size 
EPS - Error control 
METHOD - Integration method 
IITHOD = 0 Adams method 
IETHOD = 1 Stiff integration method 
IMNICT - Number of integration steps between output printings 
!-2XDER - Mlaximum derivative used by the integration method. 
i1AXDER is set to 7 for :]ETIIOD = 1 and 8 for METHOD = 0. 
MIAX - Maximum integration step size allowed 
IIN - lInnmum integration step size allowed 
17PUT - Type of input 
NPUT = 0 User defined 
NPUT = 1 Impulse 
NPUT = 2 Step 
NUFFER - Vector containing the next header card0 If an end of 
file card was encountered, NUFFER(2) is set to IWE 
which will be interpreted as the end card. 
Default Options: Unless specified by the run controls cards, the 
following values are assumed.
 
ISTOP = 1 
TO = 0.0 
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TSTART = TO 
NPUT = 0
 
HEIAX = (TSTOP-TO)/10 if TSTOP was specified.
 
HMIN = 0.0
 
HtAX = 0.0 (interpreted as unbounded)
 
IAXPTS 1
00
 
EPS = 10 - 4
 
METHOD = 1
 
INCRIT = 3
 
H = 10 - 4
 
AXDER = 7 
Machine Dependence: This subroutine itself is machine independent 
but calls the machine dependent routines APACK and ATODEC° 
Subroutines Required: APACK, ATODEC
 
Program: CROLM. 
This subroutine calls the subroutines to read the source
 
definition, initial conditions, and run controls card groups and
 
the END card. These card groups are signaled by header cards which
 
contain asterisks in their first columns. The names on these header 
cards are
 
* 	 SOURCE DEFINITIONS 
* 	 INITIAL CONDITIONS
 
RUN1 CONTROLS
 
* 	 END 
The END card must be the last card appearing. If it is not present,
 
the end of file card is interpreted as the END card.
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The run controls card group rust be present. The source defi­
nition card group must bo present unless the impulse or step response
 
was specified in the run controls card group. If not execution xtill
 
be terminated.
 
Subroutine: SRCINT
 
Description:
 
This subroutine interprets the source definition card group for 
the matrix node. This card group is signaled by a card witn an 
asterisk in column 1, followed by the words "SOURCE DEFINITIONS" in 
free format. The subroutine assumes all cards following this card 
up to the next card with an asterisk in column 1 are source defini­
tion cards. These cards are of the form 
NME = fl(t) + f 2 (t) + .. o + fN(t) 
where NAME is the name of a source defined in tne circuit descrip­
taon, and each fi(t) is one of the following 
A 
A*IMP 
A*SIN(B*T)
 
A*SIN(B*T+C)
 
A*COS(E*T) 
A*COS(B*T+C) 
where A, B, and C are floating point numbers in free format. The 
asterisks indicating rultiplicaaion need not appear. A source des­
cription may be continued on additional cards by placing a dollar 
sign ($) in column 1 of t'ie cards on which the description is 
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continued as long as eacn fi(t) is completely described on only 1
 
card and the total number of functions describing a given source is
 
no more than 20. A sinusoidal or cosinusoadal function with a phase
 
angle is broken into a sinusoidal plus a cosinusoiaal function witn
 
zero phase angle thus counting as two functions.
 
This subroutine will terminate program execution if an error 
occurs in a source description or if not all the sources defined in 
the circuit description are described in the source definition cards. 
Additional Input Parameters 
NIN - The number of circuit inputs. 
NAMIN - A vector containing the names of the circuit inputs 
in tne order they appear in the state variable equa­
tions. 
Output Parameters 
NORDER - A vector relating the order the sources are defined 
in the state variable equations with the order t-hey 
are defined in NSOPhCE, ISORCE, and SOURCE. 
ISORCE - The number of functions describing source I is 
ISORCE(K) wihere K = 4ORDR(I) 
NSORCE - Tae function type for the Jth function describing the 
I t source is prescribed by NSORCf(K,J) where 
K = NORDER(I), and 
HSORCE(K,J) = 1 step 
NSORCE(K,J) = 2 sine 
NSORCE(K,J) = 3 cosine 
NSORCE(K,J) = 4 impulse
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SOURCE - The magnitude of cae Jtn function of the Ita source is
 
contained in SOUICE(KJl), where K = NORDER(I) and
 
the angular velocity (for sine and cosine functions)
 
is SOURCE(K,J,2).
 
Machine Dependance - This subroutine is machine independent but calls
 
tne machine dependent subroutines APACK and ATODEC.
 
Subroutine: RUNCRL 
This subroutine reads in the run controls card group for the 
matrix method. 
The completion of tis card group is signaled by a card with an 
asterisk in column 1 or the end of file card. 
Input Parameters
 
The run controls cards read must be one of the following 
INITIAL TIM = A
 
STEP RESPONSE
 
IMPULSE RESPOZISE
 
PRINT START = A 
STOP TIME = A
 
POIATS PRIATED = 11
 
PLOT IiJCPEh!NT = A
 
where A is a floating point number and N is an integer.
 
Output Parameters
 
TO Initial value of time
 
TSTART Time at which output prantings is to begin.
 
NPTS Number of output points to be printed.
 
UPUT Type of input 
DT Time between output printings.
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Default Opcions
 
If no initial time is specified, it is assumed to be zero.
 
If no print start tine is specified, it is assumed to be the
 
initial time.
 
If a stop time but no plot increment or points printed is
 
specified or if only the plot increment is specified, 100
 
time points will be printed.
 
Machine Dependance 
This subroubine is macnine independent but calls the machine 
dependent routines APACK and ATODDC. 
Program: CROLWM
 
This program calls COMPAK to rearrange the variables in blank 
common from the form supplied by COENAP to the form required by 
GEAR and MATPIX. One of the subroutines CROLGf or CROLMX is then 
called to read the card groups peculiar to the GEAR or the MATRIX 
mode. 
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Program ITGR
 
This subroutine performs the integration of the state variable
 
equations.
 
The upper limit of the integration nay be given by specifying 
the maximam value of the independent variable time or '..y specifying 
the number of points printed. 
If the maximum value of time is the stop condition, inter­
polation is used to determine the values of the state variables at
 
the stop tine.
 
The following error conditions 7uill terminate program execu­
tion
 
1. 	Requested error is smaller than can be nandled for this
 
problem.
 
2. 	Corrector convergence could not be acnieved with H greater
 
than HMIN.
 
3. 	The requested error could not be achieVed with H equal to
 
hMIA. 
Input Parameters 
NSTV The number of state variable equations. 
TO The loiter integration limit. 
XO A vector containing the values of the ctate 
variables mteasure6 at time TO. 
TSTART The time at waich printings is begun. 
TSTOP Tne upper integracion limit 
IAXPTS The maximum nu~ber of time points to be printed. 
ISTOP The stop condition 
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ISTOP = 1 Maximum time points rrinted.
 
ISTOP = 2 Maximum value of time.
 
NO The number of circuit outputs 
NAMOUT A vector containing tie names of the circuit outputs 
H Tne iniLial integration step size. 
HMIS The mnnum integration step size. 
HMAX The maxl'um integration step size permitted. 
INCRMT The number of integration steps beteen printings. 
EPS The euclidean norm of a vector whose Ith element is 
the single step error of the Ith state variable divided 
by the maxawum value of the Ith state variable pre­
viously encountered must be less than this value. 
METHOD The integration method used.
 
METHOD = 0 An Adams predictor corrector method.
 
METHOD = 1 A multistep method suitable for stiff systems.
 
XAXDSR The maximum derivative that should be used in the
 
metnod. It must be less tnan 8 for Adams and 7 for
 
stiff methods.
 
Subroutine: DATPNT 
This subroutine prints the output for the Gear mode. It 
performs the calculation 
Y(t) = c x(t) + D u(t) 
where Y(t) is the output vector at time T. x(t) is a vector con­
taining the values of the state variables at time T, and u(t) is a
 
vector containing the values of the inputs at time T.
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Input Parameters:
 
T - present value of tine. 
x - a 8 x 30 matrix. x(l,I) contains the value of tae IQ 
state variale measured at time T. 
c,D - constant matrices of the output equation.
 
NO - number of circuit outputs.
 
NSTV - number of state variable equations.
 
NIN - number of inputs defined in the circuit description.
 
NORDER- a vector telling the order the inputs are defined in
 
USEFCNo
 
Output Parameters-

This subroutine prints the value of time and the values of the
 
outputs measured at this time.
 
Subroutine Required: USEFCN
 
Machine Denendency: None 
Subroutine: DIFFqI (T, X, DX) 
This subroutine evaluates the derivatives of the dependent 
variables X, with respect to te independent variable T, using 
the matrix equation 
X=AX+BU
 
Input Parameters
 
NSTV The numner of state variable equations.
 
NIN The number of circuit inputs
 
A System matrix
 
B Input matrix
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T Present value of tine 
X X(l,I) contains the value of the Itn state 
variable measured at time T. 
U U(M) is the value of the NORDER(I)TH input 
measured at time T 
NORDER NORDER(I) is where the Kth source is located 
Output Parameters
 
DY DY is a vector containing X measured at the
 
present values of X and T.
 
Subroutines Required
 
USEFCN
 
Soubroutine: PEDERV 
Description: This subroutine supplies DIFSUB with the Jacobian 
matrix of the state variable equation: 
X= Ax + B u
 
which is, in fact, the A matrix.
 
Input Parameters: 
M - nunwoer of state variable equations. 
A - system matrix stored in core with the first column of A 
in tne 1st 30 storage locations, tne second column of A
 
in the next 30 storage locations and so forth.
 
Output Parameters:
 
PW - Jacobian matrix. This is the system matrix, A, with 
each column stored in core starting in the core location 
following the end of the previous column. 
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Subroutines Required: Fone 
Machine Dependancy: None 
Example of Usage-
Given the system matrix 
14 7
 
A 2 5 8
 
369
 
A is supplied as
 
27 blanks 27 blanks 810 blanks
 
1,2,3,b,', ,b,4,5,6b,b,...: b,7,8,9,b,b,. ..,
 
PW is outputted as
 
891 blanks
 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,bb,,...,
 
Subroutine: MATINV(A,N,JSING)
 
Purpose
 
Invert a matrix
 
Description of parameters
 
A - Input matrix, destroyed in computation and replaced by
 
resultant inverse.
 
- Order of matrix A
 
JSING - Indicates whether A is singular; one if not, -nanus one
 
if it is.
 
Remarks
 
Matrix A must be a general matrix
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Subroutines and function subprograms required: None 
Method 
The standard Gauss-Jordan method is used. The determinant
 
is also calculated. A determinant of zero indicates that the matrix
 
is singular.
 
Suroutine: DECOMP(N,PSAVEJ1) 
Function: 
This routine performs an LU decomposition of the NxN matrix
 
found in PSAVE. PSAVE is replaced by the matrices U and L, with U
 
the main diagonal and above, L below the main diagonal. All main
 
diagonal elements of L are unity, so need not be stored.
 
If the PSAVE matrix is nonsingular, the routine returns a
 
value of +1 for Jl; if singular, Jl is set to -1.
 
The routines DECOMP and SOLVE are lifted directly from
 
Forsythe and Wioeller, Numerical Linear Algebra, p. 68
 
and are well discussed in this reference.
 
Subroutine: SOLVE(N,PSAVE,SAVE,NS) 
Function. 
This routine employs the LU decomposition of DECOMP suored in 
PSAVE to solve for X the N equations 
(LU)R = 
with various S supplied by Gear's subroutine. The result is stored 
in SAVE. N5 is a parameter used for addressing the proper locations 
in SAVE in which R is to be stored 
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For large systems (N greater than 5) the LU decomposition Is 
faster than the (MATINV)matrix inversion previously used by Gear
 
If desired, minor alterations to STICAP will restore the Gear
 
routine to its previous form. These modifications are stated in
 
Gear's ACM DIFSU description (see STICAP theory manual for the
 
complete reference).
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Program: LIATRIX
 
This overlay solves the system of state variable equations by
 
performing a spectral decomposition of the transition matrix then
 
integrating in closed form. This technique is described in the paper:
 
"An Efficient Iatrix Algorithm for the Solution of Linear
 
Systems with Widely Separated Eigenmodes" ... by E. Young,
 
J. Heanbockel, and I. Ransom, Proceedings of the 4th Asilomar
 
Conference on Circuit and System Theory, Pacific Grove, Calif.,
 
1970.
 
Inputs to this program are described in the comments of the
 
three 	secondary overlays and in the programrer's manual. 
This first secondary overlay determines the eigenvalues of the 
system matrix, determines the inverse of the Vandermonde matrix given 
by these eigenvalues, and finally determines a sparse matrix code
 
for the system matrix.
 
CALL OVERLAY(3HCO11,4,lf0)
 
The next secondary overlay forms the transition matrix times
 
a vector
 
EXP (A*T)*V
 
a finite series for the initial condition vector and for each
as 

driving vector. This expression is then integrated in close form
 
and the symbolic solution evaluated at each time point at which out­
put is requested.
 
CALL OVERLAY (3I1CO!, 4,2,0)
 
This final secondary overlay prints the tabulated results, and
 
if requested, the close form solution.
 
CALL OVERLAY(3HCOI,4,3,O)
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Program: SETSVE
 
This program calls EIGNV to determine the eigenvalues of the 
system matrix and VANINV to form the inverse of the Vandermonde matra 
given by these eigenvalues. Finally this program determines a sparse
 
matrix code for the system matrix.
 
Input Parameters:
 
A - The system matrix.
 
N - The number of state equations.
 
BPS - The value below which an element is felt to be zero. 
Output Parameters: 
C - A complex matrix containing the inverse of the 'Jacobian
 
matrix.
 
INZ - The number of non-zero elements in the system matrix.
 
NZR,NZC - Vectors containing a sparse matrix code for the syster
 
matrix. The Ith non-zero element of the system matriz
 
as located in row NZR(I) and column NZC (I). 
ANZ - A vector which replaces A in core which contains only the 
non-zero elements of A.
 
Subroutine: VANINV 
This subroutine forms the inverse of the Vandermonde matrix 
given by the eigenvalues of the system matrix. The Vandermonde
 
is the n x n matrix
matrix of the n elements X1, X2 , , An 
1 1 1 
X1 X2 Xn
 
n2

...
X22
X12
V 

X1n-1 X2nl Xnn - 1 
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The inverse of the Vandermonde matrix is formed in this subroutine 
using a technique due to Kaufman.1 
Let [C1 3 = [Vi3]- 1 
n-3 X n_3_ kI a,lj
k=0 
then Ci= 	n
 
11 (Xi-A
 k )
 
k=l
 
where the ak are the coefficients of the characteristic equation
 
n 
P(X) = T (X-X3) 
i1!
 
a0 Xn 1= + aln- +...+an-lX + an 
In this subroutine the ak are formed from the recursive relationship 
= ka0 
ak = -ls ak- m Tm 
m-m 
n 
where Tm = E ?L 
P= 1 
tie note finally 	that if X1 = X*, then Cik = C3k 
Input Parameters:
 
N - The number of state variable equations.
 
ROOT - A complex vector whose elements are the eigenvalues of 
the system matrix.
 
Output Parameters:
 
C - A complex matrix containing the Vandermonde inverse.
 
1. 	Kaufman, I., "Evaluation of an Analytical Function of a Companion
 
Matrix with Distinct Egenvalues," 1969 Proceedings of IEEE
 Letters, pp. 1180-1181.
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Subroutine: HESEN(A,M) 
Supplier: NASA Routne& 
Thins subroutine reduces a matrix through similarity transform­
ations to an upper-Hessenburg matrix. An upper-Hessenburg matrix i, 
one in which all elements below the subdiagonal are zero. 
This subroutine is the NASA Langley Research Center routine 
HESSEN.
 
Input Parameters:
 
11 - The order of the matrix being reduced. 
A - The matrix being reduced. This matrix is destroyed in the
 
computations.
 
Output Parameters:
 
A - The reduced matrix which has replaced in input matrix in
 
core.
 
Subroutine: QRTRAN (A,I,R,SIG,D) 
Supplier: NASA Routine 
This subroutine performs one clouble Q-R transformation on the 
matrix A. 
Let A = QIRI
 
l - IA 1 l= R1 1 = A 1 =Q 2R2 
- 1 Q 1-A2 = R22 = Q2 A102 =Q - 1 A0Q 2 
xhere 
Qa and 02 are unitary watrices 
and 
R, and R2 are right triangular matrices. 
qot contractor supplied. 
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A is then replaced in core by A2. 
This subroutine is the NASA Langley Research Center routine
 
QR2. 
Subroutine: EIGNV 
Supplier: NASA Routine
 
This subroutine finds the eigenvalues of a real, non-symmetric
 
matrix using the double Q-R transformation. 
This routine was slightly modfaed from the NASA Langley Resear 
Center routine EIS. 
Input Parameters: 
KJN - The number of state variable equations. 
AO - The matrix whose exgenvalues are being determined. 
Output Parameters: 
ROOT - A complex vector containing the eigenvalues of the anwat
 
matrix with real eagenvalues stored first and each com­
plex eigenvalue followed immediately by its complex
 
conjugate.
 
Program: INTCL
 
This overlay calls the various integration routines to perform
 
the closed form integration for each function making up each circuit
 
input. The close form solution is then evaluated at each time point
 
requested.
 
Input Parameters:
 
T The number of state variables.
 
NPTS The number of time points to be printed.
 
TSTART 

DT 

A,B,C,D 

NIN 

NO 

X0 

INZ 

NZR,NZC,KNZ 

IPRINT 

NORDER 

ISORCERSOURCEj
 
NSORCE 

NSC 

Output Parameters:
 
OUT 
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The time at which output printings are to be
 
begun.
 
The time increment between output printings.
 
Matrices in the input and output equations.
 
The number of circuit inputs.
 
The number of circuit outputs.
 
A vector containing the initial conditions of
 
the state variables.
 
Tells whether all initial conditions are zero.
 
INZ = 1 if there are any non-zero initial
 
conditions.
 
Variables containing a sparse matrix code for
 
the system matrix.
 
Tells whether or not the closed form solution i
 
to be printed.
 
A vector relating the way the sources are
 
defined in ISORCE, NSORCE and SOURCE with the
 
way they are defined in the output and state
 
variable equations.
 
Matrices containing information about sources.
 
See SCEVAL for description.
 
The number of different angular velocities
 
exciting the circuit.
 
A matrix containing the outputs evaluated'at
 
each time point.
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Subroutines required in this overlay:
 
STEADY, INIVAL, STORE, TRANS, SCEVAL 
EAT, SVESTP, SVESIN, SVECOS, IWROD 
Subroutine: SVECOS (AIL, OIIEGA) 
This subroutine determines the response of the system due to 
cosine driving functions.
 
Input Parameters:
 
N 
NR 
The number of state variable equations. 
The number of real eagenvalues of the system matrix. 
AMPL 
OIIEGA 
P 
The amplitude of the driving function. 
The angular velocity of the cosine driving function. 
A NIM complex matrix whose columns are the V'S of the 
expression 
EXP (A*T)*R = Vl*EXP(LAIBDA(1)*T) 
+ V2*EXP (LAUBDA(2) *T) 
+ VN*EXP (LAMDA(N)*T) 
where 
A is the system matrix.
 
R is the driving vector. 
LAMBDA(I) is the Ith eigenvalue of A.
 
and
 
T is time. 
TO The time at which the initial conditions of the system 
were measured. 
ROOT A complex vector of length N containing the eigenvalues 
of the system matrix. 
Output Parameters:
 
CFCOS A NXN matrix containing the transient part of the 
solution. 
STYCOS A NX2 rectangular matrix containing the steady-state 
portion of the solution. 
Subroutine: SVESIN (APL,O1UEGA) 
This subroutine performs the integration of EXP (A(T-TAU))*R 
*SIN (ODEGA*X) from TO to t where A is a matrix and R is a vector. 
Input Parameters:
 
N The number of state variables.
 
Ot'GA The angular velocity of the driving function.
 
R A vector of N length associated with the driving
 
function. 
TO The initial value of time. 
ROOT A vector containing the circuit eigenvalues. 
P A matrix containing EXP(A*T)*R. 
NR The number of real eigenvalues. 
AMPL The amnlitude of the driving function. 
Output Parameters:
 
STYSIN A NX2 rectangular matrix containing the steady state
 
solution to the integration.
 
COEF A Nfl matrix containing the transient part of the 
solution.
 
Subroutine: SVESTP (AlPL) 
This subroutine determines the responses due to step driving
 
sources.
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Input Parameters:
 
N - The number of state variable equations. 
NR The number of real eigenvalues of the system matrix. 
ROOT A complex vector of length N containing the eagenvalues 
of the system matrix. 
TO The time at which the initial values of the state variable 
are measured. 
P A N)G complex matrix whose columns are the V'S of the 
expression 
EXP(A*T)*R = Vl*EXP(ROOT(l)*T) 
+ VN*EXP (ROOT(N)*T) 
where
 
A is the system matrix
 
R is the driving vector
 
ROOT(I) is the Ith eigenvalue of A
 
and
 
T is time.
 
Where complex conjugates occur, the complex conjugate V
 
is omitted and the remaining V'S stored consecutively in P
 
A1-WL The amplitude of the step function. 
Output Parameters: 
CORF A Nfl matrix containing coefficients corresponding to the 
transient part of the response. 
STP A vector of length N containing the steady state do part 
of the response. 
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Subroutine: INIVAL (AI2L) 
This subroutine is called to determine the solution correspondir
 
to the initial conditions or for impulse driving functions.
 
Input Parameters:
 
N Number of state variables,
 
ROOT Vector containing the eigenvalues of the system matrix.
 
NR Number of real eigenvalues.
 
P A matrix containing EXP (A(T-TO)) where A is the system
 
matrix. 
A!IPL The amplitude of the impulse function. 
Output Parameters: 
COEFO A matrix containing the closed form solution. 
Subroutine: TIPROD (AB,L,M,N)
 
This subroutine multiplies a matrix A into a matrix B and
 
stores the product in B.
 
Input Parameters:
 
A 	A matrix dimensioned 10x30.
 
B 	A matrix dimensioned to have 30 rows but having a variable 
number of columns. This matrix is destroyed during the 
computation. 
L Number of rows in matrix A.
 
N Number of columns in matrix A and rows in matrix B.
 
N Number of columns in matrix B. 
Output Parameters: 
B A matrix containing the product. 
Subroutine: EAT (V) 
This subroutine finds the expression 
Ate~ V 
where A is the system natrix and V is a given vector. This expression 
is given as 
eAt . V =je lt .. . nt 
Here
 
n A~ 
V,= X C10 V_, 
k=l 
Xl,)2,...,Xn are the eigenvalues of A and [Cijj is the inverse 
of the Vandermonde matrix given by these eigenvalues. Since if 
=
A3 Ai*, 3 V,.* complex con3ugate V's are not given.
 
Input Parameters:
 
N The number of state variable equations.
 
NR The number of real eigenvalues in the system matrix.
 
A A vector containing the non-zero elements of the system
 
matrix.
 
KNZ The number of non-zero elements in the system matrix.
 
NZRNZC Two vectors containing a sparse matrix code for the 
system matrix. The Ith non-zero element in the system 
matrix is in row NZR(I) and column NZC(I). 
A complex matrix containing the inverse of the Vander­
monde matrix given by the eigenvalues of the system 
matrix. 
Output Parameters: 
P A matrix whose columns are the V's in the above expan-
C 

sion except that if Vi is complex, Re[V] is stored
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in the Ith column of P and Im[Vl] is stored in the 
I+lth column of P. YVi+l which is V is then omitted.* 
Subroutine: SCEVAL 
This subroutine evaluates the expression 
D*U 
where D*U is the matrix expression in the output equation 
Y = C*X + D*U 
at each time point at which output is requested and adds the result 
to the contents of a matrix out which contains C*X at each output 
time point. 
Input Parameters: 
TSTART 	The time at which output printings are to start.
 
DT The time increment between output printings.
 
NUM The number of output time points to be printed.
 
NIN The number of circuit inputs.
 
NO 	 The number of circuit outputs.
 
NORDER 	A vector relating the way the sources are defined in
 
ISORCE, NSORCE, and SOURCE with the way they are orderc
 
in the state and output equations.
 
ISORCE A vector whose Ith element tells the number of functior
 
making up the NORDER(I) source.
 
NSORCE A matrix whose I,J element tells the type of the Jth
 
function making up the NORDER(I) source.
 
NSORCE(I,J)=I STEP
 
NSORCE(I,J)=2 SINE
 
NSORCE(I,J)=3 COSINE
 
NSORCE(I,J)=4 IIPULSE
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SOURCE 	A 3-dimensional matrix ,ihose I,J,l element tells the
 
magnitude of source NSORCE(I,J), and whose 1,J,2 element
 
tells (for sine and cosine functions) the angular
 
velocity of the function.
 
D The matrix relating the outputs to the inputs in the
 
output equation.
 
Output Parameters:
 
OUT A matrix containing the circuit outputs at the requested
 
time points.
 
Subroutine: TRANS
 
This subroutine calculates the transient portion of the solution
 
by substituting into the closed form expressions for the solutions.
 
Input-Parameters:
 
N The number of state variable equations.
 
NUM The number of different time values at which the output
 
is to be measured.
 
TSTART The time at which the first measurement is to be made.
 
COEF A matrix containing the coefficients of the transient
 
portion of the solution.
 
ROOT A complex vector of N length containing the eigenvalues
 
of the system matrix.
 
NR The number of real eigenvalues of the system matrix.
 
DT The interval between time samples.
 
Output Parameters:
 
OUT A matrix containing the outputs at the requested time
 
points.
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The values of the outputs are given at tame 
TSTART+K*DT, K=0,1,... 3U11-1 
Addtional Subroutines Recured: None
 
Subroutine- STEADY (NTYPE, O0EGA) 
This subroutine calculates the steady state portion of the
 
solution by substituting into thie closed form solution. This cal­
culation is made at time
 
TO + K*DT K = 0,1,.oo,NUhI-I 
where TO is the tame at which printing is to begin, 
NUB! is the number of time points at uhich printing is 
to be made, 
and DT is the printing increment.
 
Input Parameters:
 
N The nunber of state equations, 
NUM The nuimber of different tane points at which printing 
is to be made. 
TSTART The time at which the first printing is to be made. 
NTYPE The type of driving function. 
NTYPE = I Sine or cosine driving function. 
NTYPE = 2 Step function. 
STYSC A matrix containing the closed form steady state portc 
of the solution for sine and cosine driving functions.. 
STP A vector containing the closed form steady state portc 
of the solution for step functions. 
Output Parameters:
 
OUT A matrix containing the circuit outputs at the request(
 
time points.
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Subroutine: STORE (OEGA)
 
This subroutine stores the steady-state response for sine and
 
cosine driving functions. The subroutine will combine responses wati
 
the same angular velocities.
 
Input Parameters:
 
NO The number of circuit outputs. 
STYSC A matrix whose I,l element contains the steady-state 
sane response for the Ith outnut and whose 1,2 elevent 
contains the corresponding cosine response. 
OM'EGA The angular velocity of the driving function. 
Output Parameters: 
NSC The number of different angular velocities encountered
 
so far. 
ANGVEL A vector whose Ith component contains the angular 
velocity of the Ith sine or cosine steady-state response 
SIC0 A matrix whose l,J,K element contains the steady-state
 
response of the Kth output with the Jth angular velocit_ 
and whose 2,J,K element contains the corresponding
 
cosine response.
 
Program : OUTPNT
 
This overlay is used for printing output information for the
 
Close-form
matrix mode. Tabulated results are always printed. 

solutions are printed only if requested.
 
Input Parameters:
 
Tells whether or not the closed form solution is to be
IPRINT 

printed. 
See CLSOL and TABPNT for additional input parameters.
 
Subroutine: CLSOL
 
This subroutine prints the closed forn solution for the
 
requested outputs.
 
Input Parameters: 
NO The number of circuit outputs. 
NAMOUT A vector containing the names of the circuit outputs. 
NSC The number of sine and cosine inputs. 
AfIGVEL 	 A vector whose Ith element is the angular velocity of 
the Ith 	sine or cosine input.
 
SICO 	 A matrix whose 1,J,I element tells the steady-state
 
sinusoidal response of the Ith output due to the Jth
 
sine or cosine input, and whose 2,J,I element tells t:1
 
corresponding steady state cosinusoidal response.
 
STP A vector whose Ith element gives the steady-state ster
 
response for the Ith output.
 
N The number of state variables.
 
FR The number of real eigenvalues. 
ROOT A complex vector containing the eigenvalues of the sy 
matrix with the real eagenvalues stored first and eaci 
complex eigenvalue followed immediately by its comple 
con3ugate. 
COE? P matrix containing the transient solution. The tran­
sient solution for the Ith output is, 
CORF(I,4)*rnXP[ROOT(J)*T] 
for ROOT(J) a real eigenvalue. Trgen ROOT(J) is a com 
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eagenvalue the solution corresondng to ROOT(J) Is com­
bined with the solution corresponding to the complex 
conjugate of ROOT(J) to give: 
E) [RE (ROOT(J)) *T] 
* [COEF(I,J) SIN (I4(ROOT (J)) *T) 
+COEF(I,J+l)*COS(IM(ROOT(J))*T)] 
where RE(ROOT(J)) is the real part of ROOT(J) and 
ITh(ROOT(J)) is the imaginary part of ROOT(J). 
Subroutine: TABPNT 
This subroutine prints the tabulated results for the iatrax 
mode.
 
Input Parameters:
 
TSTART Time at which printing is to begin.
 
DT Time increment between output printings.
 
NPTS The number of time points to be printed.
 
OUT A matrix whose I,J element is the Jth output measured 
at the Ith tirle value. 
NO The number of circuit outputs. 
NAMUOUT A vector containing the names of the circuit outputs. 
Subroutine- ATQT3 (X,Y)
 
This subroutine combines a sane function with a cosine function 
where both functions have equal angular velocities but no phase angli 
into a sine function with a phase angle. The phase angle is chosen 
to be positive or negative such as to make the magnitude of the phas( 
angle less than pa/2. 
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Input Parameters:
 
X 
 The coefficient of the sine function.
 
Y The coefficient of the cosine function.
 
Output Parameters:
 
X The coefficient of the resulting sine function. 
Y The phase, angle in radians of the resulting sine function. 
Note: Both input parameters are destroyed in the computations.
 
CHAPTER VI
 
FLOT 7CHARTS
 
This chapter contains the floatcharts for all contractor supplied 
subroutines. 
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